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Chapter 1;

Intrcx3uction

Interpersonal Relationships
Hypothesis
Definition of Terms

Summary

Introduction

Interpersonal, peer relationship research can be found in a

variety of settings and under numerous headings. As such, there
are several disciplines with prior and on-going investigations of

this complex area of behavior. However, a conponent of
interpersonal, peer research—the various attitudes concerning
friends and friendships—is conparatively recent. Prior to the

last decade, points concerning friends and friendships were

primarily discussed in the Aristotlian terms of virtue, pleasure,
and utility (Aristotle, 1962).
The disciplines of developmental psychology and educational

research have both contributed to the emerging body of knowledge

with regard to children and interpersonal, peer relationships.
However, in keeping with the tenets of Maslcwian (1979) theory,
much of the introductory developments in children's interpersonal,

peer relationship research has sought to delineate aspects of
healthy, non-handicapped children's social behaviors with regard
to these categories (Reisman & Shorr, 1978; Selman & Selman, 1979;

Bigelow, 1975). Granted learning disabled children do possess

average intelligence, do spend most of their time in the regular
classroom, and most do exhibit average behaviors, but they still
cannot be categorized as non-handicaEped; and little research has

delved into the interpersonal, peer relationship, or friendship
factors of learning disabled children. Although, in the
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literature, in the classrocan, and in the home educators and

parents have noted varying degrees of social, interactive

behaviors that are inappropriate within the learning disabled
population (Learner, 1985). Bryan's initial research (1974a,
1974b) concluded that a sub-population of learning disabled
children existed who displayed inappropriate, non-verbal behaviors

in social situations resulting in rejection by peers and observers

alike. Unfortunately, childhood rejection by peers and adults
poses such a long term psycho-social prdDlem, (Schaffer, 1981)
that efforts to reduce its iirpact on children merits consideration

by educators. The knowledge of the learning disabled population's
perception of friends and friendship could benefit teachers.

The

friendship perimeters of learning disabled children would appear
to be useful as knowing a student's possible feelings concerning a
subject often dictates appropriate, successful teacher remediation

procedures. Hence, the present investigation proposed that
learning disabled and non-learning disabled children are more

dissimilar in their feelings about friends and friendship than
they are alike.

To measure the proposed likenesses and

differences, a survey was constructed and given to 215 5th and 6th
grade children spread through a local school district.
Hypothesis

There exists no statistically significant difference
between the elementary learning disabled student's
perception concerning friends and friendship and the
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non-learning disabled student's perception concerning
friends and friendship as nveasured by their responses on the
Friendship Questionnaire.

There exists a statistically significant difference
between the elementary learning disabled student's
perception concerning friends and friendship and the
non-learning disabled student's perception concerning

friends and friendship as measured by their reponses on the
Friendship Questionnaire.

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the following terms are
defined:

Learning disabled persons (ID): Person adjudged as
meeting the federal/state guidelines by an interdisciplinary
team, thus displaying average or better intelligence.

Exihibit discrepancy between achievement and ability that

cannot be attributed to physical handicapping conditions or

environment resulting in "disorders of listening, thinking,
talking, reading, writing, spelling, or arithmetic" (Raring,
1983, p. 174).

However, for the purposes of this study additional
criteria were employed. Volunteers for the sanple

population of learning disabled needed to spend no more than
one hour in the Resource Room for tutoring, needed to be no
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less than 10, nor more than 12 years old, and needed to
score minimum of 90 on at least one section of the WISC R or

equivalent.
Non-learning disabled persons (NLD): Persons not
adjudged as needing special education services who are

neither gifted nor remedial prospects, who are also grade
level in all subject areas for the school year 1984-85,
Although, for this study further requirements were

implimented. Prospective sample participants also needed to
spend no time in the Resource Room, nor in the gifted
programs, needed to be no less than 10 nor more than 12

years old.

Non-gra(te level persons;

Persons not adjudged as

needing special education services who are neither gifted
nor remedial prospects, who are not grade level in all
subject areas for the school year 1984-85.

Resource Specialist Program (RSP): California program
whereby learning disabled children receive tutorial

assistance in areas defined by the interdisciplinary
Individual Education Program team, under 50% of the school
day. Generally, LD/RSP time periods are limited to 60

minutes a day three to five days a week.
Summary

The first chapter sought to familiarize and introduce

conponents of this project including the theoretical foundations.
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the context, and the need for this study.

Hence, historical and research information concerning

interpersonal and friend relationships were briefly presented.
From this context, the need for information concerning learning
disabled children's friendships emerged providing the hypothesis
which stated learning disabled children are dissimilar fran
non-learning disabled children in their perception of friends and

friendships. To facilitate fuller understanding of the literature
review to follow, this chapter concluded with definitions of terms
likely to be found therein as well as in the remainder of the
project report.

Qiapter 2: Review of the Literature
Background Ccanments
Learning Disabled Social Behaviors

Childhood Rejection
Peer Friendship

Review of the T.iterature

The review of the literature contains background statements
concerning the major contributors to the children's social

behavior boc^ of knowledge, educational research of social

behaviors of learning disabled and non-learning disabled children,
psychological research of childhood rejection, and psychological

research of friends and friendship. However, as this present
research is functioning as a starting point for delineation of
learning disabled friendship factors, the^ literature review
eirptiasizes learning disabled children's deviant socieil behaviors

and theoretical constnK±s of non-learning disabled adults and
children concerning friend and friendship.
Background Comments

Fortunately, a fair amount of agreement exists between the

two major sources of information concerning children's social

behavior, psychology and education. Frcm a theoretical standpoint
these disciplines suf^rt the developmental stance with regard to
a variety of behavior items including personality growth,

p^chometrics, peer relations and friendships. Accepted
psychological theory has supplied <±)servational and clinical data

that supports the contradiction of the adult personality as a

steac^ state. Rather, the concept of continuing personality
development and change through life has become increasingly
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accepted (Erikson, 1963; Sullivan, 1953; Maslow, 1971; Piaget,
1967)* On the other hand, educators in general and special
educators in particular, have tended to utilize and to depend upon
the developmental aspects of Piagetian (1967) personality theory
for effective instructional sequences and methods. Special
education has also used a variety of psychological indices,

including social maturity scales and intelligence measures, when
seeking insights to maximize individual special education programs
(Doll, 1969; Weschler, 1974). Unfortunately, the handicapping
conditions of many children often results in uneven change and
development that extends into adulthood, thus affecting social
behavior (Bryan, 1974a, 1-974b; Falard & Haubrich, 1981; Kronick,
1981).

Moreover, from a social scientist research position,

personality variables have largely been ignored in favor of
research into more visible Ehencmena, such as learning
rates/methods (Skinner, 1968) or covert oral behaviors and

auditory hallucination (McGuigan, 1966). And, although
developmental p^chology has traditionally focused on children,

the popular psychoanalytic view of the mother/child relationship
generating enough intensity to preclude non-familal intact on
young children has tended to reduce studies of children's
relationships since the 1930's (Lewis & Rosenbaum, 1979).

Luckily, the last ten years has seen real gains in interpersonal,
peer research of adults as well as of children.

Two
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interpersonal/friendship premises often explored by researchers

are interrelated; friendship expectancy evolution due to age
(Reisman & Shorr, 1978) and the developmental stage construct
advocated by Bigelow (1977), Bigelow and LaGaipa (1975) and
Mannarino (1979). One area neglected by the spate of current

psychological research into friendships has been the personal
perspective. There has been an unfortunate lack of eitphasis on
self-report research of how individuals may feel about the various
factors of friendship among adults or children (Tesch, 1981).

On the other hand, with the passage of 92-142 (Education For
All Handicapped Children Act, 1975), educational research has

exploded with investigations on several fronts including social

interaction research among children with handicapping conditions
(Earing, 1983; Gearheart & Litton, 1979). These investigations
into the social interaction, peer relationships of children with
handicapping conditions has resulted in data that delineates

deviant social/interactive behaviors among children who are
categorized as learning disabled (Bryan, 1974a, 1974b; Bryan, T.;
Pearl, Donahue, Bryan, J., & Pflaum, 1983; Bryan, Wheeler, Telcan,

Bench, 1976; Heister, Wong,and Hunter, 1972; Deshler, Schumaker, &
Lenz, 1984). Although there are educational theorists who do not
support the concept that social behavior—or the lack of
acceptable social behavior—can affect the academic behavior of

the learning disabled student (CSoodman & Mann, 1976), many
educators have produced research results that indicate a strong
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inverse relationship between social adjustment and academic
success (Leaner, Evans & Meyer, 1977; Falard & Haubrich, 1981).

In fact, Falard arwi Haubrich (1981) while discussing a vocational
education program for learning disabled adolescents, draw the
conclusion that if a learning p:<±>lem af^ars "chronic and

persistent" one needs to consider that a social pr<±)lem may also
be "persistent" in the same manner (1981, p. 123).
Learning Disabled Social Behaviors

The rejected, socially inept student concept may have sprung
from Clement's (1966) original research review which hinted that

the learning disabled child may have social prctolems. Hie
syirptoms he initially discussed with regard to social iirperception

of learning disabled children included restlessness, excitability,
low ability to delay gratification, little ability to tolerate
frustration and an inadequate or inappropriate social and

emotional expressiwi. Hiese behaviors in tlie school age child are
reminiscent of the pre-school age behaviors; they would also tend
to hanper good social interactions wit± peers or adults.
SuK»rtive of this line of reasoning. Learner (1981) cites

researcher fyklebust (1967), Kronick (1978), and Bryan and Bryan
(1978) as endorsing the socially handicapped sub-category of
learning disabled children. Hiese average to bright children have

been shown to have deficits in social perception that are thought
to be based in neurological (^sfunctions (fyklebust, 1967; tfender,
1971; Nail, 1971). Wender's (1971) research, furthermore
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substantiated the age inappropriate, poor social perception
concept of the learning disabled child as Wender enployed the term

immature "King Kongs" when he described the personality attributes
of this type of learning disabled student. Additionally, Nail
(1971) while discussing various learning disabled children's
social problems, described a 12 year old intermediate student that

she predicted would not get along with age mates in high school.
This prediction was based upon the student's poor social skills
and inadequate/inaccurate social perceptions.
Nail's (1971, p. 71) description stated:
She read well.

She did math well.

She wrote well.

She just could not get along with others. She was too
impulsive. What she thought, she said. She scratched where

it itched. She went where she ha^^ened to lode. When she

finally was academically ready to enter high school, she
could not be sent. She would not have lasted a day.
Pursuing the concept of arrested social development, Kronick
(1981) posits that social processes develop in a manner similar to

cognitive development and are thus subject to developmental delay.
Kronick further proposes that social awareness makes specific
demands including adequate input/feedback before confirmation of

predicted results, and necessary behavior modification prior to
generalization. Learning disabled children may not properly make
these psychological adjustments. Thus, these socially inept
children, according to Kronick, may not be cap>able of determining
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prcx:edures to initiate or maintain contact with desired other
persons.

Social imperception research of learning disabled children in

the last decade has seen Tanis Bryan (1974a) and James Bryan
(1979) work alone, together, as well as with several other

researchers to ^in further infomation about the learning

disabled child's social desirability. Beginning with T. Bryan's
independent (1974a and 1974b) efforts right up to 1983's
collaborative study, both Bryans have sought to delineate

differing social interactive behaviors between learning disabled
and non-learning disabled children.

Tanis Bryan's (1974a) ctoservational investigation sought to
measure task orientation and social behavior of learning disabled
and non-learning disabled eleonentary aged children in a school

room situation. Bryan used the Interaction Process Analysis to
measure and code children's interaction over a five month period.
Bryan's findings suggest that learning disabled children attend to

academic endeavors significantly less than non-learning disabled
students. Furthermore, the data suggests that the learning
disabled student's peer/adult interactions were significantly
dissimilar from the non-learning children's interactions with
adults and with other children.

Tanis Bryan (1974b) used sociometric measures to identify

children's choice of classmates as friends, neighbors, and those
deserving of a party invitation. Biis measure also evaluates the
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converse, negative connotations of these situations (Moreno,

1960). Additionally this investigation used the Guess Who
Techniques (Garry, 1963) which seeks to elicit responses to
questions such as "Who finds it hard to sit still in class."

The

results revealed that learning disabled children were consic3ered

significantly less c3esirable, attractive and more rejected by
classmates than the non-learning disabled children.

Bryan (1967) again used c±)servation techniques while working
with Wheeler, Falcon, and Hencdi. This study determined that
learning disabled children are ignored more often by teachers and
peers, that they more frequently utter conpetitive/combative
statements which are devoid of consideration for others. Further,

this population of learning disabled children also receives less
positive reinforcement and more negative teacher attention than
non-learning disabled or socially conpetent children.

Corroboration for this line of research has been cPtained by
Heibert, Wong, and Hunter (1982) as their research, gained from
teacher reports axvl systematic c^servation of elementary school
students, suggests that untimely renerks or behaviors are

associated with learning disabled, socially incompetent children.
These behaviors result in little positive attention and regard
from peers and teachers for the learning disabled child,
James Bryein suid Perlmutter (1979) sought to delineate adults'

first impressions of learning disabled c:hildren. Thq^ used a

video tape of cMldren in a lab setting permitting randomly
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selected college rater/ctoservers to rate social desirability of
the children. The raters determined the learning disabled
children to be less desirable socially than the non-learning
disabled children.

James Bryan and Sherman (1981) extended this line of

research. The video tape that "blind dDservers" saw, but not

heard, consisted of an adult female interviewing learning disabled
and non-learning disabled children. Hostility and little

adaptability was attributed to the learning disabled children by
raters, who were themselves mothers.

These raters based their

rejection of the learning disabled student on non-verbal
behaviors.

Tanis Bryan's current research was written with colleagues
Peral, Donahue, Bryan J., and Pflaum in 1983. This material forms

the basis of a review for the Chicago Institute for the Study of
Learning Disabilities concerning their goals on behalf of learning
disabled children's communication, reading, attribution, and

immediate impression on others research. Bryan et al (1983) cites
reports that show learning disabled children with social

inperception to have difficulty making friends. It is the latter

factor that will be addressed here. Bryan et al (1983) proposes
that without scdiool related, cltto, or other planned activities,
non-school time periods are especially prdDlematical and lonesome
for this population. These learning disabled children do not have

anything to do, nowhere to go, and sadly, no one to do it with.
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Learning disabled, socially inconpetent children have

significantly different social behavior that is not only easily
dDservable by independent raters, but these same behaviors inhibit

establishment, due to peculiar speech patterns and conduct, of

adequate bonding with family members. Thus, these learning
disabled, socially inept children do not acquire proper parental
support and gratification.

Janet Learner (1985) suras up many aspects of learning

disabled, socially incompetent children by noting that these
students are likely to be disliked and to be rejected due to their
unusual social characteristics. Unfortunately, rejected children
tend to be poor candidates for sound mental health as adults.
CTiildhood Rejection

Research into the effects of childhood rejection can found in
several disciplines inclining the social psychology and the
sociometric literature. In his social development text, Shaffer

(1981) reports that the rejected, though not neglected child,
often requires the services of mental health professionals as an
adult. Citii^ Roff (1961, 1963, 1974) and Roff, Sells and Garden

(1972), Shaffer reports on their consistent findings which state
that poor interpersonal or poor relationships prior to

adulthood—^acception by few and rejected by many—to be a valid
precursor to "delinquency, sexual deviations, neurosis, and
p^chosis" (1981, p. 569). These studies were later corroberated

by Cowen, Pederson, Bakegan, Izzo, and Frost (1973). Cowen and
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her colleagues collected information on third grade children's

ability, achievement, teacher ratings, grades, and "peer
nominations for positive and negative roles in a school play"
(Schaffer, 1981, p. 569). The subject population was then

followed through into adulthood to see if these individuals sought
treatment for emotional maladjustment.

The results indicate that

the single most powerful predictor of adult emotional disturbance

to be childhood peer rejection as measured by the negative peer
nomination for the school play.
Peer Friendship

Paramount amoi^ the many underlying threads that unite

lifelong growth and change would seem to be an individual's

social/interpersonal attitudes concerning friends and friendships.
Sadly, as Kronick (1981) and Bryan et al (1983) imply, learning
disabled, socially inept children do not form and maintain desired

peer relationships/friendships due to their faulty grasp of social
situations. Ihus, much of the recent developmental research,

which largely ignored the learning disabled population, would
appear to offer theoretical guideposts, rather than absolute

benchmarks for socially incompetent students. Hence, despite two
of the prominent research studies, Reisman & Shorr (1978) and
Bigelow (1975; 1977), use of methods unsuitable for use with

learning disabled children, these investigations do provide a much
needed data base.

Reisman and Shorr's (1978) study of friendships exp)ectations
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among several age groups provided support for the stage theory of
friendship advocated by earlier researchers/theorists (Erikson,
1969; Piaget, 1970; Sullivan, 1953). Their study used an
open-ended interview method with 330 subjects aged seven to

sixty-five. The subjects were asked to write what they expected

of their friends. Reisman aixS Shorr's results indicate that age
affects the number of best friends claimed/named. Further, the

stuc^ found that there was a decrease in expected pleasure and
excitement from friends and an increase in expecting friends to be
useful with advancing age.

Further research in this area has found support for the stage
quality of friendship. LaGaipa and Bigelow (1975) and Bigelow
(1977) investigated the developmental aspect of what children
expect from their friendships. Both studies gained their data
from school children's, ages six through thirteen, essaysin which
they were asked to define the characteristics of their best

friends. While the essay method would appear to hamper the younger
child, both of these studies did yield significant data as both
disclosed that a desire for cannon activities, loyalty, and
intimacy iiK:reased with age. These results would appear to
support Reisman and Shorr's (1978) data of valuing usefulness with
increasing age.

How and why friendships work has also been explored by
psychological researchers. Gronlund's (1959) observational

research on friendships is credited with providing the impetus for
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Selman and Salman's (1979) stu^ into the developmental nature of

children's understanding of friendships and the children's
reasoning of what and why friendships work. Utilizing the
interview method with over 250 children, Selman and Selman asked

each age group the same set of questions to ctotain an age group's
expectations of friendships. While providing dissimilar reasons
for the expectations, the results supply insights into children's
expectations, as well as lend suK»rt for the construct of

developmental differences between children and adults with regard

to friendships expectations. For exanple, when discussing
relative closeness, older children were interested in intimacy
while younger children were interested in getting friends to do
what they wanted then to do in a self-serving manner.
As a result of the convergir^ psychological and educational

research concerning the importance of social/interpersonal
relationships to life-long mental health (Shaffer, 1981), and the

learning capabilities of the learning disabled child (Falard &
Haubrich, 1981), the self reported data advocated by Tesch (1981)
concerning friends and friendships could be of value. Due to the

relationship between learning disabled children and rejection
(Deshler & Lenz, Schumaker, 1983), the results of childhood

rejection (Shaffer, 1981), and the assunption that peer rejected
learning disabled children would have fewer friends, it would seem

prudent to delineate possible differences between learning
disabled and non-learning disabled children's perceptions of
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friendships. Armed with this input perhaps adequate curriculum

change could be initiated for the learning disabled, socially

inept student. Curriculum alterations could facilitate adequate
personal growth, educational mainstrearning, and aid for future
personality development by reducing the learning disabled child's
social ineptness during the elementary school years.
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Chapter 3; Methodology
Methods

Instrumentation & Procedures

Survey Procedures and Directions

Data Analysis
Summary
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llgthodg

This stuc^ investigated the opinions and feelings of

"chumship" (Sullivan, 1957; Mannarino, 1979) aged learning
disabled and non-learning disabled children concerning friends and
friendship. IVo hundred-fifteen 5th and 6th grade children were
surveyed. From this original subject pool, children were matched

for sex, a^, race, number of siblings, arx3 number of family moves
resulting in 68 matched pairs of children. Each question was
analyzed using chi square incorporating the procedures used by
Burton (1981, p. 101) to determine "goodness of fit of an dDserved

distributicxi of outcomes to an expected distribution, thus
generating tabular displays of frequency distributions" for each
item on the Friendship Questionnaire.
Instrumentation and Procedures

The Friendship Questionnaire (See Appendix A) consists of
component materials fran three other friendship devices.
Sullivan's (1953) original "chum list", and Mannarino's 1976 "chum

check sheet" (See Appendix D) formed the basis for questions 6, 7,
10, 12, 14, and 17. The remainder of the questions were derived

from Parlee's (1978) survey of adult friendships (See Appendix E)
and this researcher's unpublished initial modifications of
Parlee's survey (See Appendix B and C).

A pilot survey instrument was developed and presented to a
panel, consisting of two special educaticai faculty members, two
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parents of learning disabled elementary aged children, one
elemaitary principal, three classroom teachers, two district

administrators, and two RSP teachers. The pilot instrument was

then administered to a group of 15 non—grade level elementary
students. Following the analysis of the results as well as a
review of the administrating procedures it was then revised and

reviewed by the panel. A second pilot group of 12 non-grade level
elementary students completed the revised survey. Upon review by
the panel, a final form of the instrument was developed and
administered to 215 elementary school children. Administration of

the research instrument was completed during a two week time
period in January 1985 to 25 groups of students varying in size
from four to thirty-three.
Survey Procedures and Directions

All prospective subjects were verbally informed of the nature

and intended use of the collected information. Additionally, the
subjects were informed that their possible participation was
voluntary. The learning disabled (LD) students were administrated

the questionnaire during their daily RSP time period. The
non-learning disabled (NLD) students were given the survey in
their home rooms. In both cases, the subject's teacher was
present and served as an aide to the survey administrator.

Subjects were told that the survey information concerned

personal opinions, that there were no right or wrong answers, and

that these personal opinions and feelings were of importance.
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Subjects were asked not to share answers. However, if for scsne

reason the subject could not or did not choose to respond to a
questions, they were told to go to the next question. Further,
the subjects were informed that the entire questionnaire would be

read aloud to them. Iheir task was to answer as best th^ could.
They were advised that the questions would be acconpanied by
exanples to help them understand the questions. Subjects were
reminded to raise their hands for question clarification rather

than to whisper to their neighbors. Subjects were assured that
participation in the study would not affect their schoolwork.

Furthermore, the subjects were told that following the ccnpletion
of the investigation, they would be notified of the overall
outcomes.

To omit non-grade level subjects from the subject pool,

classroom teachers were requested to hand out the survey which was
color coded for grade level/non-grade level.
The survey instrument was placed on each student's desk face

down. The demogra^iiic information was explained orally and the
subjects were instructed to turn their questionnaire over and

complete that portion of the survey. Introductory information was

then read to the students before proceeding to question number one

"a". Throughout the administration period subjects were rinded
that their names were not to be put on the paper, that there were

no right/wrong answers, that the stu^ wanted their opinions
concerning friends, and that they were to raise their hands if
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they had a question concerning their task.

Question twenty was a brief answer essay type question, thus

it required differait directions. The students were siirply asked
to spell and write cis best they could; they were encouraged to

think and answer carefully, and to not worry about grairmar and
spelling as this was not for their teacher, but for the
researchers.

The subjects c<xisisted of 68 5th and 6th grade male and
female learning disabled (LD) elementary school students and 68

5th and 6th grade male and female non-learning disabled (NLD)
elementary school students. There were 40 male pairs and 28
female pairs distributed as follows: 28 6th grade and 40 5th

grade student pairs with an age range of 10 to 12 years of age
with an average age of 10.50; there were 78 white, 34 Mexican

American, 18 Black, 4 Asian, and 2 American Indian respondents.
All subjects were stwients in the same school district and all

subjects attended schools designated as ethnically balanced by the
local district. The nunter of students was randcroly determined by
asking for volunteers at representative school sites for the NLD
students.

The learning disabled students were defined in the following
manners:

1. Labeled U3 by the interdisciplinary team;
2. Stunts needed to spend no more than one hour
daily in a RSP setting;
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3. Students could be no less than 10 years old, nor
more than 12 years old;

4. A minimum score of 90 on at least one section of

the Wise R within the last year (or equivalent).

The non-learning disabled (NLD) students were defined in the
following manners:

1. Grade level in all subject areas during the 1984-85

school year as determined ty district test, or by mastering
grade level materials in all subject areas in the school;
2. As many NLD students are not administrated the WISC

R, intelligence scores were not available, it was assumed to

be in the 90-120 range as the students were grade level and
not remedial/gifted;

3. Students needed to spend no time in remedial/gifted
classes;

4. Students could be not less than 10 years old, nor
more than 12 years old.
Data Analvsis

The obtained data was chi square analyzed to determine if a

significant difference between the two independent

variables—learning disabled and non-learning disabled—and the
several dependent categories—the survey questions—existed. Thus

contingency tables were generated for questions 1 through 19 to
determine if the observed frequencies were significantly different
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from the expected frequencies between the learning disabled and

then non-learning disabled populations with regard to the survey
questions. An alpha of .05 was used to reveal no significant

differences between the frequencies and the populations. To place
the findings in a meaningful order, the data from the contingency
tables were sunmarized into tabular form and are included in the

following section of this report as are tabular presentations of
the percentage of stuctent responses.

Chi Square analysis was not applied to question #20 as this
was an uncoded essay type question. The information gathered from
this question is discussed in Chapter 4.
Summ&ry

Methods, procedures, instrumentation and data analysis were
researched and developed to elicit personal responses from

learning disabled and non-learning disabled up^r elementary aged
children with regard to friends and friendships.
Methods and procedures are losely based on a modification of
those used by Bryan (1976) and Mannarino (1976) while

instrumentation parrallels Sullivan (1953), Mannerino (1976), and
Parlee (1978), as well as a self report friendship questionnaire
developed by this researcher. Survey procedures however, were

solely based upon this researcher and the panel's recommendations

as well as developments that surfaced during piloting.
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Results and Discussion

This investigatiffli sought to prctoe the feelings and opinions
of learning disabled and non-learning disabled upper elementary
aged children with regard to friends and friendships.

The

volunteer population for the study was obtained from students

enrolled in approximately half of the Resource Specialist Program
facilities for elementary students and in four elementary schools
in a local district. Sixty-eight matched pairs of children were
used to generate the data.

Comments concerning the failure to reject the null hypotheses

will be presented in this section. The chi square data analysis
of the children's re^nses and the description of the findings
from the Friendship Qoesticainaire will also be discussed, as well

as the limitations of the study. Finally, suggestions will be
made regarding additional research needs, and classroan curriculum

iirplicaticns revealed in this study will be presented.
Analvsis and Description of the Findings

An analysis of the results reveal a failure to reject the
null hypotheses.

There were no significant statistical

differences between learning disabled and non-learning disabled

children's opinions and feelings with regard to friends and
friendship as measured by the Friendship Questionnaire.
Although, the learning and non-learning disabled children did
not respond identically to questions la and lb (la, number of
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close friends and lb, number of school frierKSs), there still was

not enough discrepancy between their responses to constitute

significance (la; X2 = 4.489 and lb: X2 = .125, p.<.05). It is,
however, worthrfiile to note that the raw data itself appears
different in several respects (See Tables la/lb & Tables 2c/2b).

Four of the learning disabled children (2.5%) indicated they had
HQ close friends while all of the non-learning disabled children
felt they had at least one close friend as evidenced by their
responses to question la.

This is further demonstrated by the 62%

of the non-learning disabled population selected response "b" (one
to five close friends) while only 40% of the learning disabled
population chose this response (See Table lb).

Both the learning disabled and the non-learning disabled
children indicated they had similar nuntoers of school friends

(question lb) for overall non-significance (X2 = ,0125, p<.05,
see Table 2a), and both populations felt they might not have at

least one school type friend as each population contributed to the
total of three students for this marginal number.

Furthermore,

similar student responses resulted in several congruent
percentages for the answers (See Table 2b). For example item "c"

garnered 20% and 21% of the learning disabled and non-learning
disabled answers, item "d" received 18% and 23%, while answer "e"

received 40% and 45% of the responses from the learning and
non-learning disabled students. Dissimilar answer "b" received
21% of the learning disabled student responses and 11% of the
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Table la

Chi Square Analysis of Question la:

How many "close friends" do you feel that you have?
Learning Disabled
a) none

Non-Learning Disabled

4

0

b) 1-5

28

42

c) 6-10

11

15

9

3

16

8

d) 11-15
e) more than 15

X2 = 4.489, p.< .05, X2 = 4.489, p.>.50

hi.

df = 4
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Table lb

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question la;

How many "close friends" do you feel that you have?
Learning Disabled
a) none

2.5%

Non-Learning Disabled
0%

b) 1-5

40%

62%

c) 6-10

15%

23%

d) 11-15

14%

4%

e) more than 15

24%

12%
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Table 2a

Chi Square Analysis of Question lb;

How many "school friends" do you feel that you have?
Learning Disabled
a) none

Non-Learning Disabled

2

1

b) 1-5

14

7

c) 6-10

13

14

d) 11-15

11

15

e) more than 15

27

30

X2 = .125, p.<.05

df = 4
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Table 2b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question lb;

How many "school friends" do you feel that you have?
Learning Disabled
a) none

Non-Learning Disabled

2%

-1%

b) 1-5

21%

11%

c) 6-10

20%

21%

d) 11-15

18%

23%

e) more than 15

40%

45%
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non-learning disabled student responses.

Both sanple populations felt they have friends they do not
see often (Question 2: Are there people that you remain friends
with even though you do not see them often?).

The raw scores are

identical for both populations. Thus the analysis resulted in an

insignificant X2 = .4092, p.<:05 (See Table 3a). For both samples
86% of the respondents answered "yes", and 14% answered "no" to
the question (See Table 3b).

Perception of when they first got to know their "best close

friend" (Question 3: At what age did you first get to know your

"best close friend?") are also very similar (X2 = .643, p.^05).
Learning disabled children felt they got to know their special
person at an early age as a majority (30) indicated age of meeting
as 3 to 5 y^rs old (See Table 4a). Just under a majority (40%)
of the non-learning disabled sanple felt they met their "best"
friend at the ages of 7, 8 or 9 years old (See Table 4b).

Question nunber 4 was broken into four sub-parts. The

student subjects were asked to rank friendship attribute items in
each sub-section in order of preference. Items they deened as
most inportant received scores of 1, second most important scores
of 2, and third and fourth most inportant scores of 3 and 4,

respectively. Thus, low scores irK3icate high value and high
scores indicate low value of the qualities treasured by the
students in their friends. Significance was not cbtained (X =

.5143, p.^05, see Table 5a) in set "a" as intelligence was valued
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Table

3a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 2:
Do you feel that you can remain friends with someone even
though you may not see them often?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a)

yes

58

58

b)

no

10

10

X2 = .40922, p. <.05

df = 1
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Table 3b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 2:
Do you feel that you can remain friends with someone even
though you may not see them often?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a)

yes

86%

86%

b)

no

14%

14%
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Table 4a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 3:

At what age did you first get to know your "best close
friend"?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) 3-6 years old

30

25

b) 7-9 years old

22

27

c) 10-12 years old

15

15

X2 = .0643, p. <-.05

df = 2
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Table 4b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 3:

At what age did you first get to know your "best close
friend"?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) 3-6 years old

45%

37%

b) 7-9 years old

32%

40%

c) 10-12 years old

23%

23%

"- "
■

•
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in friends equally by the learning and non-learning disabled
samples (LD = raw score 122/NLD = raw score 114). For conplete
raw scores see Table 5a. Both samples also found the qualities of

"same moral values" and same "goals/interests" to be inportant in
friendships. Neither population felt physical appearance to be a
friendship determiner. Although the learning disabled
population's raw score was high, (LD raw score = 160) the

non-learning disabled score was even higher (NLD raw score = 229

inplying even more disdain for this quality in a friendship (See
Table 5a).

In set "b" statistical significance was nearly achieved at
the .05 level (X2 = 7.554 vs. 7.82 for significance, see Table

5a). The factors with the most raw scores discrepancy were
loyalty and gender. They were cast in another contir^ency table.
The results of further analysis indicate non-significance
difference at the .05 level of prc±>ability (X2 = 2.889).

Tte children's responses to set "c" were not statistically
different (X2 = .7385, p.^05, see Table 5a). However, there are

slight raw score differences which can be noted. Both sanples
tended to order the attributes similarly, but they did not support
their ranking with the same rdoust numbers. For first choice
non-learning disabled children tended to value truthfulness more
than learning disabled children (raw score 133 vs. 103) and

devalue age and secret keeping ability (third and fourth choices)

with humor their second choice. The learning disabled responses
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Table 5a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 4:
Put each of the following friendship qualities in order of their

importance to you by using numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Number one

equals the first most important item, number 2 equals the
second most important item, number 3 equals the third most

important item, and number 4 equals the least most important
item to you.

Learning Disabled
Scores

Non-Learning

X2

Disabled
Scores

Set "a"

intelligence

122

144

same moral values

143

145

same goals/interests

142

131

good looking

160

229

113

207

150

191

170

227

158

195

X2 = .5143

p. <.05

df = 3

Set "b"

loyal

X2 = 7.554

willing to make
time for me

.0'5

same sports abilities
as

me

same sex as myself

df = 3

(table continues)
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Learning Disabled
Scores

Non-Learning

X2

Disabled
Scores

Set "c"
humor

157

166

about my age

169

211

truthfulness

133

103

keeper of secrets

157

181

same home life

129

152

same race ethnic

161

148

91

78

X2 = .7385

p. <.05

df = 3

Set "d"

is a cheerful person

X2 = .0732

p.<.05
df = 2
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fell in tte same order. However, learning disabled students did
tend to place more value on humor and secret keeping ability as
evidenced by their smaller raw scores (See Table 5a).

Set "d" found the non-learning and the learning disabled
students both highly valuing cheerfulness in their friends.

Neither population perceived racial/ethnic background as inportant

to a friendship as they did a similar home life (X2 = .07, p.^
.05).

Qieerfulness in friends received a raw score of 91 from the

learning disabled and a raw score of 78 from the non-learning
disabled students, while racial/ethnic background siniilarities
received a raw score of 161 and 148 fran the learning disabled and
the non-learning disabled students (See Table 5a).

Item number five (Hew often do you feel you get to do things
with your "best" friend?) revealed no significant differences

between the populations at the .05 level of pr<±>ability; however,

the populations were opposite with regard to amount of time spent
with friends as the analysis computed to zero (See Table 6a).
An analysis of percentages (See Figure 6b) revealed that
13.5% of the learning disabled children and 28% of the

non-learning disabled children felt they did things with their
friends about half the time; 20% of the learning disabled vs. 11%
of the non-learning disabled felt their friends control the amount

of time spent doing things together; 21% of the learning disabled
vs 9% of the non-learning disabled children felt th^ did not do
things with their friends very often.
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Table 6a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 5:

If you have a "very best friend", how often do you do things
together?

Learning Disabled
a) most of the time
b) about h of the time

Non-Learning Disabled

32

36

9

20

13

7

14

6

c) only if my friend
wants to

d) not very often
X2 = 0
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Figure 6b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 5:

If you have a "very best friend", how often do you do things
together?

100%

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%

LD NLD

UO m

Most

About

Only when

of the

^5 the

my friend

time

wants to

LD ULb

LD

NLb

0

time

Not very

often
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Question nunber six (Do you feel that you behave or act
differently in the conpany of different friends?) sought the

respondents'self evaluation of their behavior in the company of
different friends. Although more learning disabled students felt
they behaved different; generally both populations believed that

"sometimes" they did behave differently with different

individuals. There was not, however,a statistically significant

difference between the two populations (X2 = .003, p.^.05, see
Table 7a) in respcxise to this item. Analysis of percentages (See
Table 7b) revealed that 35% of the learning disabled felt they
behaved differently with different friends.

Answer "c" (sometimes

behaves different) received 50% and 56% of the learning and
non-learning disabled children's votes for their answer to this
statement.

Question number seven (Would you tell you "best close friend"

if you were going to die?) elicited information concerning the
depth of intimacy and discussion enployed ty the respondents with
their "best friends". Both raw scores and data analysis search
reveal muc± agreement between the two population's responses to

this question (X2 = ,078, p.^.05, see Table 8a). From a
perc^tage standpoint (See Table 8b), over 50% of both populations
felt they would discuss their approaching death with a "best
friend", and 30% of both populations felt they would discuss their
approaching death with a "best friend", and 10% of both

populations simply did not know whether th^ would discuss this
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Table 7a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 6:

Do you feel that you behave or act differently in the company
of different friends?

Learning Disabled
a)

yes

23

b)

no

11

c)

sometimes

34

X2 = -.003, p.<.05

. ■■

■

df = 2
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Non-Learning Disabled
12
-

18

38
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Table 7b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 6:

Do you feel that you behave or act differently in the company
of different friends?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a)

yes

35%

18%

b)

no

16%

27%

c)

sometimes

50%

56%
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Table 8a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 7;

Would you tell your "best close friend" if you were going
to die?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

38

36

b) no

10

10

c) I don't know

20

21

X2 = .078, p.<.05

df = 2
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Table 8b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 7:

Would you tell your "best close friend" if you were going
to die?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

56%

53%

b) no

30%

30%

c) I don't know

10%

10%
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subject with a "best friend".

Raw scores and percentages of question number eight (Does

success in school often get in the way of having lots of friends?)
indicated that both populations have similar perceptions of the
side effects of success in school; thus, statistical significance

was not four^ (X2 = .82, p.^.05, see Table 9a and Table 9b).

Learning and nbn-learning disabled students did, however, respond
differently to the yes/no portion of the question. Eighteen
percent of the learning disabled students felt that success could

get in the way of having lots of friends, while only 6% of the
non-learning disabled students felt this way (See Table 9b).

There was a seven point raw score spread between the learning and
non-learning disabled students with regard to the negative
response.

Non-learning disabled children did not find it hard to

be successful and to have friends as 46% said success had no

influence on friendships. Thirty-four percent of the learning
disabled saiiple held the same viewpoint. Bie raw scores and the
percentages were nearly equal in both populations with regard to
the "no difference" and the "sometimes" categories (See Table 9b).
The raw scores were similar enough for question number nine

(Have you done any of the following things with friends?) to be

analyzed by simply casting the total number of individual learning
and non-learning disabled yes/no responses into a contingency
table (X2 = .021, p.<05, see Table 10a), A score of 884 was
possible for either condition. But as the stu<tents were
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Table 9a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 8:

Does success in school often get in the way of having lots
of friends?

Learning Disabled ' Non-Learning Disabled
a) yes

12

6

b) no

23

31

16

17

17

14

c) does not make

a difference
d) sometimes

X2 = .82, p. <.05

df = 3
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Table 9b

Percentages of Paired Response to Question 8:

Does success in school often get in the way of having lots
of friends?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

18%

9%

b) no

34%

46%

24%

25%

25%

21%

c) does not make
a difference

d) sometimes
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Table 10a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 9:

Have you done any of the following things with friends?

Check

yes or no (13 items total).

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

543

542

b) no

323

333

X2 = .021, p. <.05

df = 12
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Table 10b

Measure of Central Tendency to Determine Number of "yes/no"
Responses per Student

a) yes

7.98

7.97

b) no

4.75

4.89
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instructed to delete questions that did not seem to apply to themr
neither the "yes" nor the "no" condition achieved the maximum

points. So similar were the children's patterns of responses,
that average number of yes/no answers for each population were
nearly the same (ID yes = 7.89, MD yes = 7.97; ID no = 4.75; NID
no = 4.89, see Table 10b).

Chi square analysis resulted in non-significance (X2 = 2.09,

p.<.05, see Table 11a) for question 10 (Would you tell your best
"close friend" about someting you were very proud about?). A

majority—90% ID and 77% MID—of the children responded "yes" to
sharing information with "close friends" concerning success or

pride (See Table lib). However, for the negative responses 15% of

the learning disabled answered "no", and 3% of the non-learning
disabled children answered "no" to confiding in a close friend. A
similar percentage of each population (9% and 8%) did not know
whether they would confide in a friend or not confide in a friend.

Question eleven (Do you ever talk with your "close friend"
about how special your friendship is?) did not achieve statistical

significance (X2 = .46, p.<.05, see Table 12a). The yes/no
responses were very similar in both pc^lations as the learning
disabled "yes" response was 47% of tte population and the

non-learning disabled "yes response was 45% of the population (See

Table 12b). The "no" responses were 35% and 27% respectively.
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Table 11a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 10:

Would you tell your best "close friend" about something that
you were very proud about?

Learning Disabled
a) yes

52

b) no

10

c) Don't know

X2 = 2.01, p.<.05

6

Non-Learning Disabled
60

•

2

5

df = 2

♦Category "c" was combined with category "b" for statistical
purposes.
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Table lib

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 10;

Would you tell your best "close friend" about something that
you were very proud about?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

77%

90%

b) no

15% *(25%)

c) don't know

9%

*Indicates the combined category percentages.

3% *(10.5%)
8%
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Table 12a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 11:
Do you ever talk with your "close friend" about how special
your friendship is?

Learning Disabled
a) yes

b) no

■

c) sometimes

X2 = .46, p. <.05

,

Non-Learning Disabled

32

30

23

18

12

20

df = 2

60

Table 12b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 11:

Do you ever talk with your "close friend" about how special
your friendship is?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

47%

45%

b) no

35%

c) sometimes

18%

'

27%
30%
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The "scanetunes" category was used by roughly 12% more non-learning
disabled respondents than learning disabled respondents.
Question twelve's content is the opposite of number 10, and
it too sought to determine the amount of intimate discourse

children may have with "best" friends by inquiring about the
possibility of confiding in a friend about a failure. (Question

#12; Would tell your best "close friend" about a failure you had
in school?) Failure was defined in both an academic and a social

manner for the students; so student responses may be reflective of
this dual aspect of failure. In any case, statistical

significance was not found (X2 = .889, p.<.05, see Table 13a).
The raw scores indicate that non-learning disabled students were

slightly more likely to confide in best friends than were learning
disabled children (60% vs. 43%, respectively, see Table 13b)

while twice as many learning disabled children as non-learning
disabled children replied they would not discuss a failure with a

"close" friend (23% vs. 10%, respectively). Nearly an equal
nunt)er of respondents felt they would confide in a friend about a

failure, "only if they were asked" (15% vs. 18%, respectively).
Question number thirteen sought to determine differences

between the two populations with regard to whom they would turn in
a time of distress (At a time when very upset, who would you first
turn to for advice and support?). For statistical purposes the 12
learning disabled students who claimed they would turn to no one,
needed to be deleted fran ccnpwtations. Analysis yielded no
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Table 13a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 12:

Would you tell your best "close friend" about a failure you
had in school?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

29

40

b) no

15

7

c) sometimes

14

9^

d) only if I were asked

10

12

X2 = .889, p. <.05

df = 3
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Table 13b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 12:
Would you tell your best "close friend" about a failure you
had in school?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

43%

60%

b) no

23%

10%

c) sometimes

21%

14%

d) only if I were asked

15%

18%
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Table 14a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 13:

At a time when you are very upset, who would you first turn
to for support and advice?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a)

family

34

40

b)

friends

22

25

c)

no one

12

0

X2 = 1.01, p. <.05

df = 2
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Table 14b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 13:

At a time when you are very upset, who would you first turn
to for support and advice?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) family

50%

60%

b) friends

32%

37%

c) school friends

18%

0
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significant differences (X2 = 1.01, p.<.05, see Table 14a). It is

interesting to note that not one non-learning disabled student
felt competent enough to deal with stressful situations alone

while 18% of the learning disabled population perceived themselves
as able to handle stressful situations alone (See Table 14b).

Question number fourteen sot^ht to delineate respondents'
expectations of school friends, family members, and close friends.
Analysis of total responses indicate little statistical

differences between- the two populations (X2 = .01502, p.<.05, see
Table 14a). However, with raw score numbers it is possible to
determine that both populations expected family members to fulfill
slightly more than half of the roles mentioned. The typical
learning disabled and non-learning disabled responses are listed
in Table 15b.

Besides gathering a few giggles, question fifteen's inquiry
about friendship being a form of love (Do you think friendship is
a kind of love?) achieved no statistical significance (X2 = 0).

From a percentage standpoint, just under half of the learning

disabled perceived friendship as a form of love while just over
half of the non-learning disabled students felt love and
friendship were related (See Table 16b).

Question number sixteen also elicited a laugh (Would you tell
your "best friend" that you love them?). Nearly equal raw scores
resulted in little statistical difference between the populations

with regard to this question (X2 = .224, p.<.05, see Table 17a).
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Table 15a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 14:

Please check which you would expect of your family, close
friends, and school friends.

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) family

270

302

b) close friends

229

^^241

66

64

Total Responses

c) school friends

X2 = .01502, p.<.05 . df = 2
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Table 15b

Average Number of Response in Each Category for Question 14:

Please check which you would expect of your family, close
friends, and school friends.

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

Total Responses

a) family

3.97

4.4

b) close friends

3.36

3.54

.97

.94

c) school friends

*Totals do not sum to 100 as children were instructed to

delete questions that did not seem to apply to them.
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Table 16a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 15;
Do you think friendship is a kind of love?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

31

40

b) no

20

10

c) don't know

5

10

d) write in response

2

8

X2 = 0

df = 2

*For statistical purposes, cells with less than 5 were combined

with another cell, eg. write ins were included with don't knows
as they reflected that sort of answer.
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Table 16b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 15:
Do you think friendship is a kind of love?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

45%

60%

b) no

30%

10%

c) don't know

8%

15%

d) write in response

4%

12%
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Table 17a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 16;

Would you tell your best "close friend" that you love them?
Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

23

20

b) no

30

28

c) don't know

14

18

1

1

d) write in response

X2 = .224, p.<.05

df = 2

*For statistical purposes cells with less than 5 were included

with appropriate other cell, eg. write in responses were
reflective of "don't know" answers and were so included.
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Table 17b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 16;

Would you tell your best "close friend" that you love them?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

35%

30%

b) no

45%

36%

c) don't know

22%

21%

d) write in response

-1%

-1%
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Thirty-five percent of the learning disabled and 30% of the
non-learning disabled felt they could tell a "best" friend that

they were loved while 45% of the learning disabled and 36% of the
non-learning disabled felt they could not tell a "best" friend

they were loved ( See Table 17b). Approximately 22% of each

population were unsure of their capabilities of telling a "best"
friend that tbey were loved.

Questions number seventeen and eighteen were included to gain
insights into beginnings and endings of friendships fron these
children (Question 17; Have you any friends that you used to
dislike a lot?. Question 18: Do you now dislike someone who used
to be your friend?). For statistical purposes it was necessary to

delete five respondent generated answers from question 17. In any

case, significance was not achieved (X2 = 1.39, p.<.05, see Table
18a). The written responses varied from the two "I don't think it
is any of your business", to the one "I can't remei±)er", to the
two responses that merely said, "I can't answer this." Question

18 concerning the disliking of someone who used to be your friend

resulted in no statistical significance (X2 = .1834, p.<.05; See
Table 19a). There were no written responses for this question.

The raw scores were also very similar; although, four learning

disabled students evidently did not feel corpetent or confident to
answer this question as it was left blank. For each population
just under half answered yes (47% and 45%) while the "no" response
garnered 47% and 54% of the learning disabled and non-learning
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Table 18a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 17;
Have you any friends that you used to dislike a lot?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

40

45

b) no

28

18

1

5

c) write in

X2 = 1.39, p. <.05

df = 2

*For statistical purposes cells with less than 5 were included
with appropriate other cell, eg. write in responses were
reflective of "no" answers and were so included.
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Table 18b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 17:
Have you any friends that you used to dislike a lot?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

60%

67%

b) no

41%

27%

c) write in response

-1%

8%
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Table 19a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 18:

Do you now dislike someone who used to be your friend?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning
Disabled

a) yes

32

31

b) no

32

37

0

0

c) write in responses

X2

.1834, p. <.05

df = 1
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Table 19b

Percentages of Paired Responses to Question 18:

Do you now dislike someone who used to be your friend?

Learning Disabled

Non-Learning Disabled

a) yes

47%

45%

b) no

47%

54%

0

0

c) write in
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disabled student's votes with regard to currently disliking a
former friend (See Table 19b).

Question number 19 sought to gain information about the

child's perception of self as a friend to others. This question
was arranged similar to question four as students were required to
rank items of iirportance using nuntoers 1, 2, 3, and 4 in four

different sets (a, b, c, d). A perfect low raw score (68)
indicated that an item was first choice for each student in that

population; conversely, a perfect high raw score of 272 indicated

that the item was valued the least by the entire saitple.

Significance was not obtained for set "a" (X2 = .216, p.<.05, see
Table 20a). In set "a" both populations valued their intelligence
equally well, and both popaiLations gave their good looks a bottom
score, indicating that physical a^Jearance was not seen as a
component of their friendships. Olie non-learning disabled
population gave a much lower score, thus higher value to the
statement concerning truthfulness than did the learning disabled
population.

Sets "b", "c", and "d" were answered in a very similar manner
for each population. Statistical significance was not achieved

for these sets (X2 = .225, .1984, and 7.779, p.<.05, respectively,
see Table 20a). However, set "d" nearly achieved statistical

significance at the .05 level of probability. A difference in the
raw scores of 10 or more points for each attribute contributed to

this factor. Uie learning disabled and the non-learning disabled
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Table 20a

Chi Square Analysis of Question 19:

Put each of the following friendship qualities that you feel

your friends see in you in order of their importance by using
numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Number one equals the first most

important item, number two equals the second most important,
number 3 equals the third most important item, and number
four indicates the least most important item.
Learning Disabled
Scores

Non-Learning

X2

Disabled
Scores

Set A

intelligence

130

131

X2 = .216

good looking

199

211

p. <.05

truthful

134

112

keeper of secrets

170

167

178

176

X2 = .225

186

193

p. <.05

138

127

df = 3

157

139

df = 3

Set B

Same home life

same race/ethnic

background

same goals/
interests
same moral values

(table continues)
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Learning Disabled
Scores

Non-Learning

X2

Disabled
Scores

Set C
humor

124

134

137

133

p. <.05

125

123

df = 2

loyal

129

119

same age

165

170

same

194

208

150

140

X2 = .1984

same sports
abilities

cheerful person

Set D

sex

makes time for me

X2 = 7.779

p. <.05

df = 3
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children apparently do not see themselves valued in the same

manner for the same items. Both populations felt they were valued

for their loyalty, even though the non-learning disabled su^^orted
this feeling with more points. "The same age" requiranent
received nearly similar scores (165 vs 170). So it may be assumed
their feelings were similar with regard to age. Likewise, the
ability to make time for friends was valued similarly as evidenced

by the raw scores of 150 and 140. The value of same gender, while

coming in as least iirportant, still received a much lower learning
disabled score (194) than did the non-learning disabled (208)

score indicating that perhaps age of friends is less inportant for
the learning disabled than for the non-learning disabled student.

Summarizing questi<ai 19, it would seem that both learning disabled
and non-learning disabled children see themselves valued for their

cheerfulness, loyalty, intelligence, followed most by
truthfulness, humor, sports ability, home similarities, their

goals, morals, time for others, keeper of secrets, with age, race,
and gender viewed as the least most inportant of the qualities
listed.
Discussion of Results

The results of this project should be construed as

inferential as there is no statistical significance with regard to
difference between the populations interviewed. These findings
conflict with much of T. Bryan's past (1974a, 1974b) and current

research (Bryan et al, 1983) as well as Learner's (1985) citings.
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However, these findings offer support for specific psychological
constructs with regard to friendship develcpnent (Sullivan, 1953;

Mannarino, 1976; Maslow, 1971). These results also iiiply support
for the stage model of friendship (Selman & Selman, 1979;
Gurucharri & Selman, 1983) as well as corrcfcoration for Deshler

and Schumaker's (1983) findings concerning the social behavior of
learning disabled students.

Based cai their previous research at the University of Kansas

Institute for Research on Learning Disabilities with regard to
social behaviors of learning disabled adolescents, Deshler and

Schumaker (1983) propose that not all learning disabled students
may be socially rejected or neglected. Ihese adolescents,
however, are often involved in far fewer extracurricular

activities and are therefore at home with family instead of "out"
with friends. From a remediation standpoint, Deshler and
Schumaker (1983) posit the use of direct instruction to reduce

inadequate social behaviors and suggest one to one teaching, small
group teaching and written instruction with immediate feedback.

The results of this stu(^ support Sullivan's (1953) concept

of the individual's developrent of a intense relationship outside
of the family during the pre-adolescent age range. Sullivan's

(1953) theory proposed that at around 10 years of age the center
of the child's social life moves frcxn the groups of peers as a
whole to a special friend. This special friend is a partner in a
very intense relationship, who according to Sullivan, becanes the
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child's first realistic attachment outside of the family.
Sullivan postulated that it is at this time that the child first

begins to really think in terms of "we" instead of "I". Student
responses to questions number 1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16 (See

Appendix A) tend to support the concept of aierging special
friendship development outside of the family as t^ese questions
probe the child's perception of self in a relationship outside the
family.

Mannarino's (1976) research sought to verify components of

Sullivan's (1953) social development theory via utilizing several
indices including the "chumship check list". Mannarino found the

list to be a reliable and valid method of measuring the student's
capability for communication and saisitivity to and with his/her

friends. Both the learning disabled and the non-learning disabled
populations tended to corroborate the concept of communication and
sensitivity development at this age via tlieir responses to
questions 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 7 (See Appendix A), as each

of these elicited student replies indicated sharing intimate
information with a non-family member.

Fran another viewpoint, the findings of this study support
Maslow's (1971) theory of self actualization. Maslow's (1971)

theory postulated a heirarchial model rather than an age/stage
development model of social and personality development. Hense,

age is not seen as a factor for motivation or personality growth.
Maslow (1971) proposed a hierarchy of needs that motivates all
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persons begins with physiological and safety needs which are
followed by belonging and love needs^ self esteem and self

actualization needs. Maslow sinply stated that after the physical
and safety needs of the individual have been met, the individual

can become aware of and pursue the next higher level. The first

totally psychological need on Maslow's scale is belonging and love

need. Development of friendships,as evidenced by the number of
claimed friends and by the type of intimacy advocated, would
appear to be a method of obtaining these needs in children as well

as adults (See Appendix A for questions la, lb, 7, 10, 12 and 13).
Thus far this report has mentioned corrchoration for three

personality theories by revealing the intensity of children's

friendship diads, by indicating the respoixSents'ability to
thoughtfully conmunicate with a special friend, and by indicating
the relationship between belonging needs and friendship. However,
this study also substantiates the more specific social research of
Selman and Selman (1979) and Gurucharri and Selnan's (1983)

investigations of friendship stages.

By dealing more distinctly with frier^ship among children and
adults, Selman and Selman's (1979) original research proposed a
five stage model of friendship. This model relied heavily on

Piaget's (1963) successor, Lawrence Kohlberg's (1968) stage
concept of morality and justice. Gurucharri and Selman's (1983)

work expanded this model via a longitudinal study. This

theoretical model posits the three to seven year old child as
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having "difficulty distinguishing between a fiiysical action...with
the psychological intention behind the action" (1979, p. 71).

According to Plaget (1963) a child this age is bound by the
preoperation stage and cannot see another's point of view. In the
second stage ages four to nine—individuals can see the other

person's point of view, but s/he cannot fathom give and take. In

this stage the child prefers all take, do it only my way, or no
way at all relationships. Again this stage reflects the Piagetian
(1963) transition stage from preoperations to concrete operations,
llie next stage—ages six to twelve—does involve reciprocal
dealings, but only for benefit of self. If the child cannot see

himself gaining sanething from the relationi^ip, it will

disintegrate. The nine to fifteen year old individual can "step
outside the friendship and take a generalized third person
perspective" on a situation (1979, p. 72). Selraan and Selman

(1979) refer to this as the "mutually shared relations" stage.
The adult sta^ may begin at age twelve. In this stage a

relationship can be properly viewed as "ccitplex" and "overlapping"
(1979, p. 81). The children's answers in this stu^, especially
the responses to question 20, indicate the respondents to be in

either stage three or four which is consistait and appropriate
according the longitudinal stu<^ and their chronological ages
(Gurucharri and Selman, 1983).

Furthermore, the results of this investigation indicate that

there are several areas that approached statistical significance.
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These areas include question la (number of close friends),
question four Set "b" and question 19 Set "d" (attributions of

their friends and self attributions, respectively). While

question 10, telling a friend about something you were very proud
about, came in a poor fourth in order of significance. Question
la addressed the student's perceived number of close friends (X2 =

4.48, p.<.05, see Table la). From a raw score viewpoint, the
number of close friends appears very different; statistical

significance was missed by three points. Although there are a
number of possible reasons for this non-significance, including
iiTperception by both populations, nost factors can be subsumed

under sanple limitations. Even so, it may still be reliably
postulated that 70-80% of the time the learning disabled and
non-learning disabled students do not perceive themselves as

having the same number of close friends (Seigel, 1959).
The attributes of age, loyalty, and willingness to make time

for friends appeared dissimilar in both the "I see it in iry
friends" and in the "ny friends see it in me" conditions.

Statistical significance was indeed very close (X2 = 7.38 for
question 4, Set "b"; X2 =7.72 for question 19, Set "d" vs 7.82
needed for significance in both cases, see Tables 5a and 20a).

Thus, it may well be that 90% of the time these two populations

differ with regard to the inportance and value placed on age,
loyalty, and willingness to make time for others in their
friendships (Seigel, 1959).
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Sharing of intimate pridefui inforirBtion with a close friend

may be seen to be different between the two populations about 50%
of the time (X2 = 2.09 vs. 5.99 at the .05 level, see Table 11a).
Thus, fifty percent of the time chance would have these two

populations differing, and fifty percent of the time a bonafide

perceptual difference would exist with regard to dissimilar
perceptions along this friendship dimension.

The item of interest, however, is the congruence between the

two attribution lists across populations (question 4 and question
19, see Appendix A). There appears to be a substantial amount of
agreement between what these children see in their friends as

valuable attributes, and what they see in themselves as admirable
qualities as friends. A comparison of the raw scores betweei
question 4 and question 19 reveals cheerfulness as the most

important item on both lists with loyalty and truthfulness as
second and third most inportant factors; intelligence is listed as

the fourth most important item. The attributes of sports ability,
hone life similarities, goals/interest and morals similarities,
time for others, and keeper of secrets are arranged in
approximately the same descending order while age, race, and
gender are last for both populations (See Table 5a and 20a).

LijuLting Factors

There are always limiting factors involved in gathering data
from sample populations (McGuigan, 1969) for generalization to
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entire populations. Prominent limiting factors considered for

this project include representation, sample size, and
instrumentation.

Every effort was made to ctotain representative learning

disabled and non-learning disabled pairs of volunteer elementary
children to take the Friendship Questionnaire. There is no

guarantee that this goal was achieved. Not all of the learnir^

disabled children in the district meeting the eligibility
requirements were involved in the subject pool.
Non-representation of the learning disabled may also be viewed
from a slightly different perspective. There is no evidence that

the population of socially deviate learning disabled children

exist in the target school district, partially due to problems
relating to proper identification of learning disabled children.

Uiis later factor is frequently pointed out as a research problem.
Furthermore, the non-learning disabled children were not screened
to determine their social ccnpetence prior to their inclusion in
the stuc^'s population of children.

Without positive representation, generalization to the rest

of the learning disabled population and to the non—learning

disabled population is in jeopardy. Ihe results of this stuc^ can
reliably apply to those volunteers involved with this study and
possibly to the remainder of the District. Ihe use of

approximately half of the learning disabled population meeting the
stub's criteria in the District would tend to reduce the chance
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of the small, socially inept learning disabled population peopling
the rest of the District's learning disabled population. On the

other hand, the junior high and the senior high school aged
learning disabled population may include all of this District's
socially inconpetent, learning disabled students.

Sample size often precipates non-significant findings that
fail to reject the null hypothesis (McGuigan, 1969; Ellins, 1980).

At first glance the 68 matched pairs obviated this problem.
However, closer observation of cell breakdown reveals cells with

less than 5. Tuckman (1980), Seigel (1956) and Ellins (1980)

posit that chi square analysis with cells containing less than 5
may actually have too small of N, which may result in lost and

misrepresented data. Both Tuckman (1980) and Seigel (1956) advise
conbining the low nunber with another cell for analysis. But in
the case of a survey, misrepresentation may follow. Respondents
to the survey had the choice of the alternate response, and they
chose not to use that answer. The researcher who must move around

data surely is not getting the valid results wanted. Again,
inclusion of the total learning disabled population meeting the
appropriate criteria may have eliminated this confounding factor.
Instrumentation may have also contributed to the

disconfirmation of the l^pothesis; hence it must be considered a

possible limiting factor. The Friendship Questionnaire was not
tested for validity or reliability prior to adninistration to the

target population. Validity was somewhat assumed as the survey
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questions were (terived from previously utilized check lists and
surveys (Mannerino, 1976; Parlee, 1978, see Appendix D and E).

From a reliability standpoint, the Friendship Questionnaire

appeared to measure the same thing each time it was used in pilot

studies. The Questionnaire was piloted thoroughly and the pilot
responses match the general responses of the target populations.
However, as mentioned validity and reliability were assumed. To

support these two factors perhaps the participant's subjectivity

needs to have been controlled. The administration of an objective
measure along with the subjective, self report measure could have

added to the validity and reliability of the findings ctotained
from t±is study.

In sunmary, while sample size and instrumentation may be
confounding factors, the most debilitating limitation in the
present stu<^ would appear to be the lack of means to determine if

the learning disabled, socially incompetent student even took tdie

Friendship Questionnaire. As pointed out by numerous researchers

(Learner, 1985; Bryan, 1974a; Clement, 1966) the socially inept,
learning disabled student conprises a small sub-population
ii±»edded within the learning disabled population. Thus, it is
conceivable that this student did not volunteer, does not live in

the district surveyed, or was among the learning disabled students
who were not surveyed in this district.
Future Research

This investigation sought to delineate differences between
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learning disabled and non-learning disabled children with regards
to their feelings on friends and friendship. Unfortunately,
disconfirnation of the null hypotheses was not (±itained. However,

insufficient statistical data should not eliminate further study

in this area of behavior. It is well documented that the learning
disabled and the non-learning disabled child are socially
different (Bryan et al, 1983; Dashler and Schumaker, 1983).
Hence, they may have many different friendship patterns. Future
research in this area needs to include a large representative
population for each category. Furthermore, perhaps a third
cate^ry, the non-grade level, non-learning disabled, needs to be
included for a reference ccn^arison.
Future research needs to ccwisider refining and validating

the Friendship Questionnaire. Refinement might include assignment
of values to the answers to allow ordinal analysis of the

findings. Validation is needed to be assured that friendship
perimeters are being measured by the survey instrument.
Additionally, the Friendship Questionnaire might be more

reliable/valid if it were to correlate well with an ctojective
measure given at the same approximate time. Reisman's (1983)

SACRAL questionnaire might work well with the Friendship
Questionnaire to further define friendship patterns in the

learning disabled population as Reisman's instrument proports to
measure friendliness itself. Another c*)jective measure that might
correlate well with survey methods would be Gurucharri and
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Selnan's (1983) dileinma assessments of interpersonal situations.
From a spectulatory standpoint, perhaps the age of the

population surveyed could be advanced. Eventhough an age change
is not consistent with the literature on either friendship
patterns, or on socially deviant learning disabled individuals; it

would, however, be useful to document perimeters of learning
disabled friendship patterns for more than one cohort.

Furthermore, as Wender (1971) and Kronick (1981) both point out,
the learning disabled population tends to exhibit iirmature

behaviors in general; thus, the age/grade matching significant in
this investigation may not have been the most appropriate variable
to use in sanple selection. Hence, future studies may want to
rely on a different variable in saitple selection.
Iinolications for the Classroom

While the results of this study indicate there are no

statistical differences between learning disabled and non-learning
disabled children, there are still dissimilarities between these

populations of children with regard to friends and friendships, as
evidenced by the raw scores. For exanple, the raw scores are
noticeably dissimilar with regard to attributes of nun4)er of close
friends claimed, importance of truthfulness, the desire to share

information with a close friends, and the perception of self
sufficiency when upset between the two populations. The raw score
differences do have implications for educators.

The first item, number of close friends named, does speak to
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teachers in particular. The learning disabled child may either
have a deflated view of friends or the non-learning disabled child
an inflated view. Teachers need to be cognizant of the existence
of the small (2.5%) percentage of learning disabled children who

feel they have na close friends. These children would certainly
be at risk for social rejection. As a preventive measure, the
teacher may wish to impliment Learner's (1985) suggestions
pertaining to direct teaching. The teacher could manipulate class
seating arrangements, or assignments to prevent the possible
social isolate from becoming a passive participant in classroom

activities. Values clarification discussions could be initiated,

followed up by bibliotherapy, or role playing to facilitate the
non-learning disabled child's understanding of social isolation or
rejection. Specific roles could be assigned for time
periods—three days or a couple of weeks. In this manner, the
learning disabled student could "practice" appropriate social

behaviors and non-learning disabled students could cue/support
proper social interactive behaviors.

In a similar vein, the use

of the Magic Circle (Bessell & Palomores, 1971) would also benefit

self understanding and communication among circle members.

On anott^r dimension, truthfulness was found not as valued by
learning disabled students in others; nor did they see themselves
as valued for truthfulness as did the non-learning disabled

populations. For the teacher this implies that learning disabled

children need modeling, exainples and role playing to develop this
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aspect of their personality. It may also mean that learning

disabled children view truth differently than non-learning
disabled children. Learning disabled childr^ may have been
reprimanded for too much truthfulness, such as unnecessary
tattling, hurting feelings of others with untimely renarks, or
rudeness, to value their perception of truthfulness. Hence,
learning disabled children would benefit fraa the aforementioned

direct,dramatic, and concrete methods of developing socially
accepted truthfulness.

The other intriguing item that appears via this stucfy is the
number of learning disabled children who felt they were able to
handle stressful situations by themselves. Are these children

able to handle stress as they state? Or are these type answers
reflective of minor pathology in evaluation of self capabilities?
Or are the non-learning disabled students surveyed not mindful of

their own strengths? Are these responses from the learning
disabled students merely "macho" and mean nothing more than the
typical learning disabled child's facility at conversation? A
classroom teacher may need to deal with individual children, some

of whom are in each proposed category. Value for the teacher
comes from awaraiess that a child in the class holds these

perceptions which may not be healtl^ for future growth and

developnent of the child. Again, methods to address this possibly
deviate response would be a class bibliother^y project and role
playing, adequate class discussion of stress, and where to go for
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help in handling situations.
Sumnary

Prcfcably the three nost valuable items garnered from this

study of interest for the classroom teadier are: 1) knowledge
that the learning disabled and the non-learning disabled student

are far more alike in their perspective of friends and friendships
than they are different; 2) the availability of an instrument such
as the Friendship Questionnaire to reveal easily tabulated
information concerning children's perceptions of friends and
friendships; and 3) concrete suggestions for the classroom teacher
to remediate possible social incanpetencies in children.

The first value, the likeness between the populations, is
most evident in the congruent placement of the first and last
three items on the attributes listed in questions four and
nineteen. Further evidence of likenesses of the two groups
surfaces in the essay responses to question 20 (Hew do you make or

find friends) which elicited unexpected conformity including the
similarity of the reporting pairs as well as the priority placed
on friendliness by the children. All the children's responses
fell into one of several categories whether learning disabled or
non-learning disabled. Hie children felt friends were developed

by going someplace (tdie park or mall or playground) and by asking
the name of a child, inviting a child to play, or by asking
someone to come home and visit. The essay responses revealed tdiat
the most frequentJ.y mentioned methods of initiating new
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relationships were humor, politeness, and conversation.

Children

in both populations were willing to go out and seek friends using
these methods. A 5th grade learning disabled girl provides a
representative exairple when she states:
I be nice to them and I don't call them bad names

like other friends. I find ny friends at school.
When I move into a new house, I go around the block.
When I see a person I say 'hi' to them; then I ask
what their name is and they tell me. Then we start

playing and I say that I'll play with you tanorrow.
Her non-learning disabled partner countered with four
suggestions in a similar vein make or find friends:

Just be nyself and being polight.
Having a good atidude.
Helping if needed.

Don't be a snot or be stuck up.

The other major categories of answers included the very short

reply, the sports minded reply, the sharing attitude respond, and
the often used ftirases method to reply to this question.

Representative of the brief answer are the many pairs that merely

wrote the word "Hi" to make or find new friends. Uiis response
was closely followed by the student pairs that responded with, "I

say hello to them." Then there were the sports minded. These

children had to explain how they would play various kinds of ball

with new persons, right after ttey said, "Hi" to them. Sharing
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was also mentioned as a factor in making and finding new friends.

When telling or listing things to do for finding new friends many

children noted they would share tcys, trucks, balls, games, food,
time and other friends. Several old phrases were writtei down
about friends. For exanple, the most often cited jAirases were,
"Be a friend to have a friend" and "Kill them with kindness" as

methods to develop new friends.

The second value gleaned from this study for educators would

be the Questionnaire itself. The Friendship Questionnaire can be
used to gain insight into students or to aid in values

clarification for the students, or just to raise the topic for
discussion.

Furthermore, the Questionnaire could be valuable in

working with emotionally disturbed diildren to elicit OMiversation
as well as information.

The Questionnaire is not difficult to

administer for these purposes. This researcher found that

children enjoyed having their opinions deemed valuable enough to
take up class time. They willingly participated by giving
thoughtful consideration to the questions as evidenced by the
attentive atmosfiiere and quiet concentration during the
administration of the Questionnaire.

The third value would be the teacher suggestions (Deshler and

Schumaker, 1983; Learner, 1985) for direct teaching of the
learning disabled, socially incaipetent student to facilitate
developrtient of adequate social skills and social perceptions. As
Learner (1985) suggests social coii|)etencies, self concept and
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emotional attitudes may be developed in the child via various

methods and materials. The direct teaching of social skills has
been found to be very successful in a variety of settings
(Learner, 1985; Deshler & Schumaker, 1983; (Searheart & Litton,
1979).
Conclusion

Although a statistical difference was not fourid between the

two populations with regard to friends and friendship, this

investigation did provide insights into learning disabled and
non-learning disabled student's feelings, and opinions about

friends. By prompting the development of the Friendship

Questionnaire, which educators may find useful in the classroom,
and by including possible methods of modi^ing behavior for
specific student responses to the Questionnaire, implications for
educators have been addressed.

The theoretical ccaitext that the

results do corrc±)orate, the inclusion of weaknesses and

remediation as well as future research directions sought to place
this stu(^ in the proper prospective.

Some additional thoughts concerning the results of this stu^
deal with the nature of significance. Future educational research
needs to keep in mind the value of studies that do not confirm

their hypothesis. The search for statistically significant
differences can be viewed as limiting. Further learning can occur

frcxn each attenpt to investigate the coirplex area of interpersonal
relationships within the learning disabled population. If the
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present research has served to stimulate interest,to shed light on

children's behaviors, or to cause the reader to think, develop, or
to impliment future work aimed at illuminating the social needs of
learning disabled children, then the stu(^ has achieved a valuable
goal.
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Grade

Sex

Today'* date la

Which best describes youj Check only one.

Bow many times have you move to
another neighborhood or town In
your lifetime?
a)never b)one c)two d)three
e)four
f)flve or atore times

Hon-vhlte
White
Mexican-American

Asian Amerlaan
American Indian

Number of brothers or sisters living with
vou

The questions on this survey are about your feelings on friends and friendships. Please feel

free to write In your reply in the tpaecs provided when the printed ones do not fit your fseHngs
Rem^ber this 1. Just a su^ey and It la not going to be graded. So do not put your name

on the paper.

please do write In your grade, aex, today's date, number of brothers or

sisters living with you, and circle how many times you have moved and check your ethnic

background.

^

1) We get to know many people we call friends In our lifetime, though we often notice a
difference between close friends" and "school friends":
How many "close friends" do you feel that you have?

a)none - b)one to five

c) six to ten d)eleven to 15

e)more than 15

How many "school friends" do you feel that you have?

e)n6ne b)one to five c)slx to ten d)eleven to 15 e)more than 15

2) Are there people that you remain friends with eventhough you do not see them often'
a,;y€S

o}no

3) At what age did you first get to know yoir "best close friend'"
a)3 to 6

b)7 to 9



c)10 to 12

4) To put each of the following friendship qualities In order of their Importance to you

please choose the most Important Item In Set A and circle It, then put a number 2 In front
i ±n frlnfof ^ f
^
^
Important, and a number

and S6^0

Set A

Important Item. Please repeat these directions for Set B, Set C,

Intelligence

Set B

has the same moral values

loyal

willing to make time for me

has the same goals or Interets
Is good looking

has about the same sports abilities
as I do

__ls the sane sex as myself
Set C

Sense of humor

about my age
truthfulness

^keeper of secrets

D

has about the same home life as
I do

is the same racial or ethnic
background as I am

Is a cheerful person

5)If you have a "very-best friend" how often do you do things together?
Omost of the time b}about % the time c)we only do things together If my friend wants to
d)not very often

6) Do you ever feel that you behave or act differently In the company of different frelnds'
ajyes

b)no

c)sometlmes

7) Would you tell you best "close friend" If you were going to die?
a)yes

b)no

c)don't know

9} Does success in school often get in the wsy of hsvlng lots of friends?
•)yes b)iio c)does not make s difference d)sometimes e)
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9) lUve you done eny of the following thlngf with friends recently? Check yei or no.

a)taken part In after achool aporta
b)watched a aportlng event together

yea^ no)
yaaj ^no)
no)_
yes^ no)_

c)gone to dinner In a restaurant
d)eaten a aieal at a friends house
c)gone to a movie or concert
f)had a fight or argument
g)broke off a frlenshlp

Te»j no)"

h)started a new frlenshlp

y*«J!

yesj ^no)_

ye»j ^no)"
no).

1)spend the weekend at each

yesj ^noj_

other's house

j)went to a club meeting with

yesj ^no)_

a friend

k)went shopping with a friend

yesj no^

l)had a friend ask me to do

something for him/her

yesj

^noj

m)asked a friend to do something

yesj no)

for me

10) Would you tell your best "close friend" about something that you were very proud about?
«)yes

b)no

c)don't know

11) Do you ever
a)yes

b)no

d)

talk with a "close friend" about how special your friendship Is?

c)sometimes

d)

12) Would you tell your best "close friend" about a failure you had In school?
a)yes

b)no

c) sometimes

d)only if I were aksed

13) At a time when you are very upset who would you first turn to for support and advice?
a)family b)friends c)no one
14)Please check which of the following you would expect of your family, which you would
expect of a "close friend", and which you would expect of a "school friend".
Family
Members

a)take my aide In a fight or argument with others
b)glve me money when I ask for It, or need It..
c)share something of value or special - - - - - 

d)tell me without aiy asking If he/she believed
that I was making a mistake ■ - -........
e)visit or call me If I were hurt or alck- - . 
f)share special Information or goaslp- > • - .

g)tell me his or her most private thoughts. - 
h)rlsk hurting hlmse<f/herself to help me
If I were In danger. . .. .

1)share sometllng special to cat.... ..
15) Do you think friendship la a kind of love?
a)yes b)no c)don't know d)

16) Would you tell yoirbcst "close friend" that you love them?

a)yea

b)no c)don*t know d)

17) Have you any friends that you used to dislike a lot?
a) yes b) no c)

"Close
Friends"

"School
Friends"
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18) Do 70U now didlke •omeone who uaed to be you friend?
•)yes

b(no

c)

19) In generel, what la there about you that Bakes your frlenda like you? Please put
these friendship qualities In order of their Importance. Choose the most Important
Item In Set A and circle It, then put a number 2

In front of the aecond aoat Important, a

number 3 In front of the third moat Important, and a number A In front of the forth most

Important Item. Repeat theae dlrectlona for Set B, Set C, and Set D.

I am Set A
.

Intelligent

1 have the aame Set B

home life aa my frlenda

good looking

racial or ethnic background as

truthful

my friends

a keeper of secrets

goals or Interests as my friends
moral values as my friends

1 have a Set C

sense of humor

I am Set D

loyal

about the same sports

about the aame age as my friends

abilities aa my friends

^the same sex as my friends

a cheerful personality

willing to make time for my friends

20) How do you make or find friends?

Please answer In your own words. Spelling Is not counted.

APPENDIX B

ORIGINAL PILOT EDITION FRIENDSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE
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ORArE

5

6

SEX

gir3

boy

PATE
This Ic 8 survevjsnci is HOT goine to bf .graried. So, DO HOT
put your name on it. But,please circle the rrsde that you

are in and your sex and the top

of this page.

Additionally,

urite in the date in the space frovided.

The questions in this survey are about your feelinps on friends

and friendships. Please feel free to vrite in your reply in the
spaces provided when the printed ones do not fit your feelings.
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1) We c.ct to loioM mcu^y ;;eo;'lc ue call friends in oirr life, Liioui;'.i ne ofIon notice n diricrcncc
betvjccn "closo friends" and "scliool friends". How wany "ocliool friends" do yoi" jnve?

a) none

b) one to five

c) sL" to ten

d) eleven to IH

e) ii;oj-o than Ift

2) How many poojilo do yon call youi- "close friends"?

a1 none

b) one to five

c) six to ten

d) eleven to Ifl

o) nore tiian IH

~li) Are there ; eo le that yon ler.ann friends nitn even t on ;'i ;. 0'i do not r-.-e then o-^ten?
a) yes

b) no

5) Were did your "closo friends li's" often be;;ln7

a) school

b) neighbors

n) friends of i.^' faivjjy

c) faj.iily

d) sports

e) clubs

f) other friends

h) otlior

6) Ha; lony liave you had yoiu" oldest "closo friend"?

a) sinco the bcyinnin^j of tliis school yeard) other
''

b) since third p-adc

c) since llindnr.-.-n l.eii

^
^

7) Hct; important is each of those ';ualities in a fr;cnd? rLdiln'HHCK AO :h\;.,T AO VPIi '.tl-IT
very
iri! ortanf

a) ini.elliysnce
B) good looks
c) apree with nf ideas

d) sharp dresser
e) senye of hiunor
f) about
n) trutHifulness
h)lc5'al_
i) warn and affectionate_
i) keo] 5 oecreats

I) willlnc to nalco tine for no
1) has about the ssj-.o abilities and
hone life as I do

coiiie
iiiportajit

slirhtl,y
in-'ontant

not at all
j-.vor ■a:it

Ill

0) Are any of yo;ir "close frif-nds" ;-.eiiibers of a r:cial f;rou.' cliffeiont fron youi-s?
a) yes

b) no

9) Are more of your close friends of the same se:: as you, or of the onyosite sex?
-) yes

b) no

c) about V: ^ire beys and ^2 are {;irls

10) Are youi" fricndshii^s vzith the neoyle of the o.i^osite sex different thazi your friendshioo
with the pojzle of your sex?

a) yes

b) no

c) scrnetimes

If they are different, in what wac.'s are the fi-iendslilrs you have izith the o]-yo3itc sex
different frai the friendships you have with the i-eqlc of your sex? CTRCLi: .IS lyilY /iS YCl! U-'JiT
a) tze have more ideas and activities to share

b) sometiraes ty sane sex friends understazid me better

c) bcj-s and girls cannot sliare some important acti^dties
d) sometimes m.' opposite sex friends nnderstazid me better
e) society does not enco;u-a£e bcj^s and |irls to be friends

11) If you have a veiy best friend, do you usually do things together?

a) yes

b) about

the time c) we onl,-,- do things together if ry friend rea?.ly rants to

d) no

12) In at least some cases do you feel that you behave or act differently,- in the com ani'
of different li-iends?

a) yes

b) no

c) sctnotimes

13) Have you done ary of the folloizing things with friends since school started this year?
PLi:^S3 CHIXJjC YS3 CR HO
rrs

a) tahcn part in a-rtcr school sports

b) watchod a sportin": ewnt
c) gone to dinner in a restaurant
d) had a meal at hcne irith friends
e) gone to a movie or concert
f) asked your friend or friends to
do scnothing for you

g) had a friend ask you to do
scmetBiing for him or her

h) went shop]tng
i) went to a club meeting that
we bot!) belong to
3) spent the weekend at each otiier's home

k) had a fight or argument

HO
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lit) \/'cruld you tell youi best "close friend" if you vrre r.o-^nf to die?

a) yes

b) no

c) don't kno\;

15) Would you tell your best "close friend" about some tliinr; t!iat you are very rrouri about?
a) yes

b) no

c) don't kno.r

16) Would you tell you best "close friend" abo t a failuve you liad in sciiool?

a) yes

b) no

c) don't loiow

d) only if I uore asked

17) Do you ever tallc irith a "close friend" about ho: s/ocial your friends'iip is?
ji) yes

b) no c)sa.ietimeE

If you do talk about it, do youi; talk about it vitii:

a) sane sex friends only

b) opposite sex friends onlcr

c) friends of botli sexes

15) I feel loiely:
a)never

Vi) seldom c) senntimes d) often

23) At a time when you are very upset \dio would you fia-st turn to for support and ad\-ice?
a) fasiily before fl-iends b) friends before family c) prefer to handle it ityself
2li) Does success in school often lower your chances of havinn lots of friends?
a) yes

h) no

c) does not make ary difference

d) saaetimes
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25) HC"..' jrJCi! do you

0"

uith eac!i of flio follo'.riir: ota^xn-nf.-?

FT.'^.Ar."; '~TF"LF TOm; irj^LY

a) pco le cannot, l)c frionda -rith

parents

_p, ;7-ae

no oviin-ion

b) peO;Ic caraiot be ''yicndr. i7ith tlieir teacher

a-ree

no opinion disa-ree

c) people cannot be friend 7'ith tlieir step parents

a~ree

d) parents cannot be friends idth t-ieir children

ayroe

disa too

no oninion

dis.i~-ee

no opinion

disa roe

26) Fleam check "i/hich of the fol.i.cr.:in;; you noul!'. exp- ei cf ycr fa;ilvj •.•hieli yoi.i ••c'ld
ejopect of "close friends" a-nd ichicb you n:o Id expoc':. of "sc:'.ocl friends'';
ChFt'i ALL

bi 1"!, 1

hj -.irAT fd-rar -jv 'Lic::

Fanily

Close

Coheel

1!e.:'>er

]V:cnd

rriond

a) take r-y side in firhts or arjvassnts iiith ethers

b) ci"e r.o r;oney
c) sh?a-e Bos.cthing special to cat
d) tell r.e vrithoat r^s aslrln.'; if he or she
believed that I V;0s r.ak;ln;: a mistake

e) visit or call ne if I vjore hurt or sick

f) share sriecial infori.iarion or cossin
abcTut i.:e, if they ho'urd anyone talkinr; about ne

g) tell ne his or hers nost r-rivatc thoughts
h) risk hurting himself or herself to help me if
I ■::ere in Csiir'er

27) Do yon think friendship is a !:ind of love?

a) yes

b) no

c) scr.-.etir.es

28) If yes, v.'o'ld yau tell your best "close friend" that you love t'-em?
a) yes

b) no

c) don't !aiC3i:

29)Are ycru

a) Blade

b) 'wliitc

c) Oriental

d) Spanish

e) .\ncricin Indian

f) Ct.ier

30) Hoi." mary tines iiave you moved in your life?

a) never

b) cjne

c) tvxo

d) three

e) four

f) five or more times

APPENDIX C

SHORTENED SECOND EDITION FRIENDSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE

GRADE

5

6

GIRL

BOY

DATE

^14

This questionnaire is part of a survey. I is not going to be
graded. DO NOT put your name on the questionnaire. The questions
on this questionnaire are about your feelings on friends and friend

ships. Please feel free to write in y our reply if the printed
answers do not fit your feelings.

1) We get to know many people we call"friends in our life, though
we often notice a difference between "close friends" and "school

friends. How many "school friends: do you feel that you have?
r) none b) one to five c) six to ten d) eleven to 15 e) more than 15
2) How many "close friends" do you feel that you have?
r) none b) one to five c) six to ten d) eleven to 15 e) more than 15
3) Are any of your "close friends" members of a racial or ethnic
group that is different than your own?

=) yes b) no c)

4) Are your close friends" the same or opposite sex as yourself?
") the same sex b) the opposite sex as your self?

-) the same sex b) the opposite sex c) -bout % boys and % girls
d)

5)How much do you agree with each of the following statements.
Please circle your reply:

o) people c-nnot be friends with their parents----agree / no opinion /
disagree

b) people cannot be friends with their teacher

agree / no opinion /
disagree

c) people cannot be friends with their step parents

agree / no opinion /
disagree

d) parents cannot be friends with their children

agree / no opinion /
disagree
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6) Do you feel th.-'t a "close friendship" is r kind of love?

a) yes

b) no c) sometimes d)

7) Are there people that you remain friends with even though you do
not see them often?

a) yes

b) no

c) sometimes d)

8) How important is each of these qualities in a friends?

Ple-se

check as m-ny as you want;
very

g little
iraportant:

a) intelligence
b) good looks

c) agrees with my ideas
d) good dresser
e) sense of humor

f) about my age
g) truthful
ti) ioysi

i) keeps secrets
j) has about the same
abilities as I do

k) h-s about the same home
life as I do

1) comments:

not at all
important

APPENDIX D
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CHUMSHIP CHECKLIST
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Chumship checklist
1 Play games in which you both take turns being the leader.
2 Walk to school together.

3 Help out when one of you gets behind in his work.
4 Talk about girls.
5 Share each other's games, bat and ball, etc.
6 Tell each other things you wouldn't tell anyone else.

7 'Stick up'for each other ifan older boy is picking on one of you.
8 Sit together on school bus.
9 Try to be on same side when choosing teams for football or baseball, even if he is
not the best player.
10 E>o'fun' things together,such as going to the movies or ball games.
11 Tell each other if one of you has done something wrong.
12 Phone each other about school assignments.
13 Talk about what you want to be when you grow up.
14 Sleep over at each other's house.
15 Talk about your parents.
16 Find it hard to disagree with him on important things.
17 Go on a vacation or short trip with him and his family.
From Mannarino(1976).Copyright 1976 by the American Psychological Association.

APPENDIX E

MARY PARLEE'S C^IGINAL ADULT SURVEY AS PUBLISHED

IN PSYCHOLOGY TCDhY IN MARCH, 1979
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complexity of the subject.It is simply.very
difficult to study such a phenomenon
scientifically,and psychologists,like other

friends, some of whom do not. The re
search has shown that social networks

scientists, cannot he blamed for address

chological support in times of trouble or

ing what look like easier problems first.
However, a number of psychologists
who are doing research on related topics

crisis, but it does not look directly at the
psychological experiences and actions

have begun to move toward studying
friendship directly.In his textbook Liking
^and Loving (1973), psychologist Zick
Rubin of Brandeis University reviewed
his own and others' researrh on what at

tracts people to one another, a process

that obviously plays a role in friendship.
The researchers he discussed, however,
were not directly concerned with finding
out what that role is. But more recently,
Rubin, psychologist Robert Sclman of
Harvard, and others have begun to study

friendship itself—in children. Social psy

provide the individual with crucial psy

that intuitively seem to us to lie at the

heart of friendship.

The present survey, developed by psy
chologist Mary Brown Parlee and other

editors of Psychulngy Today, gives you
the chance to tell us—and gives us the
chance to learn—about your experiences
with friends and your ideas on friendship.
We will analyze your responses and re
port on the results in a later issue. Since a
questionnaire necessarily limits the de

scriptions you can give and the ideas you
can convey, we would welcome letters if
you feel there are other issues that should

chologist Letitia Anne Penlau of UCLA is
among those doing systematic research
on loneliness,a topic that may eventually

be included in the report. For each ques
tion below,please circle only one answer,

involve more researchers in the related

questions that do not apply to you. All
replies should be completely anonymous.
Please put your answers on the reply
form that follows the questionnaire, tear

study of friendship.
■ Recent work by sociologist Claude Fis

cher and his colleagues at Berkeley, as
well as by others, has explored the way
that social networks (of colleagues at

unless otherwise requested; skip any

out, and mail by March 31, 1979 to:

work, neighbors,family)structure oppor
tunities for friendship. That is, the way
in which networks provide a circle of

Friendship Survey
Psychology Today

acquaintances, some of whom become

New York, N.Y. 10016

One Park Avenue

PART I: YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS

' We Qe;

nnovk mar<> peopie we can

fnencs- w "■

How many oeopie do you cons'Oer to pe

A't- 'ne'C- people you 'ema

Ifienas m our iiiet'ne ihoug'"' mosT o' us

dose (as opposed tc casual or wo'ir)

eve" tnouo'" you oc • see one anome* to*

make Oisimciions t>eiween

friends''

ctose frrends""

periods of nme''

and "casua! ff»eno£ (!f>e latter usually
including a nufnt>e' of work fnencs )

One to ftve

1

Yes

How many casua! o' work lfter>ds do you

Si* ic 10

2

No

have''

Efeven to 15

1
2

One to five
to to

More than 15

W %o how do you keep r touch'' (Circte as

None

many as apply }

3 EteventolS

^ More than 15
5

None

Do you find it difficuti to decide t>ow many
of your tnends are ctose friends''
1

Yes

T\ No

3

Phone

4

Letter

5 Repuia' reunions once o' twee a year
€ Through mutual fnenos
7 We oonI keep m touch Out we 'e still
IfrerKJs when we do see each other
8 Oiher
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Where cJiO most o* your close tnendships

I don 1 have enousn time nghi nom lo see

begin*'(Circle as many as apply }

14
In couples mat yOu i-no* are you usuan,

my Inenos as ollen as I would l*e

ctose friends with tx)ih parioers or lust one

1 ChiiOhoocJ (itwoogh high school)

1

2 College graduate or proless«onai

2 Disagiee

Agiee

school

3

Work

4

Neighbors

1

Both panners

2 One panner

9
Are any ot your ctose tfienOs members ol
a racial g'oup other man your own*>

5 Spons

6 Clubs organtzalions
7 frterxJs of IrienOs

1

Yes

8 Friends ol fanryy

2

No

9

panner*'

Otr>er

10

3 Does not apply
II you are friends with jus? one panner is
your ifiend usually me man o' me woman*>
4

The man

5

The worrian

6

About halt a'e rnen anc hai' are
women

Are mos* oi' your fnends ol your o»t, ethmc
Ho«s old IS your longest dOse Ir-enoship*'
1

andiO' reiigous background''

Less than one yea' old

'i

2 Two to live years old
3 Si* to 12 years old
4 Thmeen to 20 years old

2

Yes

II you are dose irienos wtn only one
oanner oc you see hir^ c he' seoarate'y
Of wdh his or he' panr.e'*'

No

7 Separately
6 With his or her panner

11

5 More than 20 years old

Do you have close fnenos who are
homosexual*'

Ho* imponant to you is each ot these
Qualities in a trtend''

t

Yes lemaie tnenos

2

Yes male Irienas

3

Yes both male and temaie fnends

4

Nc

15
If yc^ a'e a membe' o' a couple dc you
usually do tnmgs m ti^ evening with
friends as a couple*'
1

Yes

2

Atxju* hat' me time i see frienos m me
evening without my panner

12
% %%

\\\

Are rncKe ol your close Inenos of the samte
se« as ybu or the opposite se**'

A Intelligence

2

3

4

5

B Physical attraoiveness
C Simila' political

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

3 Aboj^ halt are men and half are

views

2

3

4

5

E About my age

2

3

4

5

F Similar educational

2 3

4

5

G Sense of humor

2

3

4

5

H Similar occuoatoh.

2

3

4

5

1

2 No

ffienosfi©s with people ol the same se**'
Yes

Similar income

2

3

4

5

Frar^hriess

2

3

4

5

K

Warmth, affeaon

2

3

4

5

If so m what respects are the frtenoshtps

L

Shares leisure

2

3

4

5

you have wrth the opposite se* drWerent''

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

0 Professiof^i
accomplishment

1

2

3 4

5

(Circle as many as apply )

interests

3

We have less m common

4

We have more m common

P Keeps confidences

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

7 Sometimes the opposite se*

professionally
R Good conversationalist.

1

2

3

4

5

6 My spouse or lover limits ttie

S Willingness to make

1

2 3 .4

5

me better

understands me better

retai4x>ship

9 People of tr>e opposite se* cinnoi

T Independeoce.

1

3 4

5

U Social conscemce.

1

2 3 4

5

V Abikties and

1

2 3

4

understand me fully
10 Men and women cannot share some
impohant activrties

11 Sooety does no\ encourage such
from mine.

M a circle. at)out no* many are m tne
group*'
3 Three

4

Four to Si*

5

Seven to 10

6

Ten to 20

Aboui how often do you see some or an ol
those ctose frienos logeme'''
7 From three to Si* times a week

relationship

0 Abilrty to fietp me

fnendships

Circle

2 One-on-one

5 Sexual tensions complicate the

6 Sometimes my own, sex understands

tenc for me

1

Do you fhrnk your friendships with people
of the opposite se* are Oitiereni hom your

1

N Loyalty

Do you have a crcie c* cose inends c
do most ol your friendships teno to be

13

J

(noncutlura') tfHerests

16

one-on-o'^e*'

D Supponiveness

background

panne' reai'y v.ar^'s me to

4 Does not app'y

My se»

2 Opposite se*
women

M Shares cultural

3 We only dc tni-^gs a« a coupie ii my

6 Or>ce or twice a week

9 Every two or three weeks
10 Every month or so
n

We live together

17
In 8! least sorne cases, do you lee' you
t)ehaye differently m rtie company ol
drfferent fnertos*'
1

Yes

2 No

119

18

23

28

Have yCHj done tf>e fotiowinQ wilh trtenda

Do you ever talk wiirt a close Iriena about

Do you^ee! that many oi your fitenaships

!he past monih''

the Quality of the friendship"'

are no? completely reciprocal''

Yes No

Pantcipaied m spots

?

Watched a sponing

2

event

Gone to dinner m

Never

1

3

Sometimes

4

Often

ff you ar^swered yes'do you feef yoo

If you do do you discuss It with

3 Give rriore than you recC've
4 Receive rnore than you give
29

2

Had sexual intercourse

2

5 Same-sex friends only
6 Oppos'te-sei' frienos only

Gone to a movie

2

7

or at your fr»eno s

Friends of both sexes

Fnenoships have becorne mote important

piay. or concert

to me as'have grown oioer

Gor>e drii%kino together

2

AsKed your friend (or
friends) to do
something for you

2

Had a friend ask

you to do something
lor him or her

Smoked pot logett>er

24

t

I lee; lonety

2 Disagree
3 Haven! noticed any change

1

your children together.

Gone shopping

3

Sometimes

4

Often

30
Sorneor^e must accept a" of your
characteristics or he or she cannot be your
friend

25

1

Have yOu any fnend now whom you used

2 Disagree

to dislike intensely''

3 Total acceptance isn t relevant to

Gone to a meeting of
an organization you both

1

Yes

(or alt) belong to

2

No

Taken a vacation

together
0

31

With whom 00 you usually sp>eno

Thanksgiving''
t

Friends.

2 Family.
3 Both friends and family
4

In an emoionai crises to wno'*i wou*d you

26

first turn for support and advice''

Do you ncvk d'S'ike intense!) someone who
used to be your irien.d''

1

1

Yes

2 Friends before family

2

No

Quarreled

19

I spend it alone

Family before fnenos

3 Professional counselors

4 Prefer 10 go It aior>€

27
Which if any of trte following has led to a

32

friendship s cooling off Of ending''

fs It imoonan; to you tna; your family and
friends get to know one anotner''

Yes No

A

A friend borrowed money

1

2

from me

5 ft vanes from year to year

8

20
Do you sometimes tatk with any of your

Agree

whether or not someone is your fwend

Conducted a business
transaction

Agree

Neve'

2 Rarely

Had an intimate tatk

Done something with

Yes

2 No

2 Rarely

2

a restaurant

Had a meal at home

1

I borrowed money from a

1

2

1

2

friend

C

We took 8 vacation

D

My friend became involved

1

Yes. in gerierai terms

with (or married)someor^e

2

Yes. m detail

I didn t like

3

No

E

Yes

3 I wouidn I want them to know or>e
arxither

33

together

friends about sexual activities''

1

2 No

1

2

How much 00 you agree o' disag'ee with
ttic following statements''

One of us became

\

markedly more successful

21
Would you tell your closest friend tf you

F

One of us i>ad a child

had a termir^i tUness''

G

One of us got marned

1

Yes

2

No

H
I

My friend got divorced
I got divorced

You can fati m love at

J

One of us moved

krst sight

3 Don't know

a: work

K

22
Woutd you tell your closest tnend about i
failure you fiad at work?
1

L

2 No

3 Oont know.

M

1 2 34

One of us became much

You can form fner^dships

ncher.

•I first sight

We discovered that we

Friendships end more
gradually than k>ve affairs

1 234

issues that are imponant to

You have to krx>w

t 23 4

me.

someone a kxig time

had very different views on

Yes.

wa,\

I left that my fnend

before you can be sure

betrayed me.

he or she is your tnend

1 234

120

34
Would

40
Qualities of yoo^ lovef or spouse

lead you to seek him or her out as a
friend''
1

Yes

2

No

3 I don t have a lover or a spouse nght

How would you describe the relative

imporiance of work arxJ of fr)ends m your
fife now. as compared with five years ago''

1 Then I cared more about my fnends
M less about my work.

2 Then I cared more about my work and
3

Then. I cared rnore atx>ut both

35

4

Then both work and friends were less

Do you ever talk with your spouse or lover

5

1' Never

2 Rarely

close tnend''
1

Yes

2

No

3 Only a linfe i»e

less about my fnends

r>ow

about the reiaiionship'>

43
Wouffl you lie in a divorce coun to help a

importani to me than they are now
The MTiponance of work and of friends

m tiiy life has not changed
6 f can't remember how important work
anaor fnends were then

Do you think your cfosesi tnend Ought tc
fielp you commit suiCK>e if you wanted ic
and were too feeble to do it yourself
1

Yes

2

No

3

Don't krtow

4 I am opposed to suicide

3 Sometimes
4 Often

^
In the past five years have you become

45

36

1 Very successful m your work .

Do you think fnenosnip is a form of love''

I feel mote conliden: when I am with a

close tnend than when I am with my
spouse or lover

1

Agree

2 Disagree
3

Don't know

2 MkJOeraieiy successful m your work
3 No change
4 Had seioacks m your work

42
Please indicate whicn of the following you
would expect of your family, which you

Yes
No

3

Not sure

• ' yes would
wwuru you
yuu le
ten your closes: friends
thal you love them''

4

Yes

you would expect o^ casual fnends Circle

5

No

alt Thatappiy to each of the three groups

6

No: Sure

woutt expect of close friends, and which

37
Have any of your ongoing friendships

1
2

turned into sexua' relationships''

46

^

Yes

Opiiona: On a sepa'aie shee: of paper

2

No

38
How much oc you agree or disagree with
each of the foilowing^sutements''

V
Take my side «r. disputes
wipt others

Lend me up to $iO m ah
emergency

Lend me what to him or
fieir would be a substantial

amount of money in an

describe one of your closes! fnenosnips
explaining why it is impoda'^' tc you Add
any other comments you wan: to make

\\
PART II:
BACKGROUND
QUESTIONS

emergency

People cannot be fnends

Aovise rrve unasked, if f>e

with their parents

or she t>eiieves I am

47

maxmg a mistake

What IS your age*'

People cannot be fnends
with their bosses or

employees

People cannot be fnends
with their former spouses
or (overs

Make room lor me m his

18 tc 24

V«t me m the hospital if I

25 to 34

were ill

35 tc 44
45 to 54

People canr>o! t>e fnends

Accept me as I am. flaws

with their children

anc all

People cannot be fnends

Share privileged

with someone with whom

♦rttormationor gossip about

they are romantically

me if he or she hears any

involved

UnOe' 18

or her house m an

emergency

Over 55

48
What rs your sex''

T«»me his or her nxiSt

iramaie feeimgs

1

female

39

ffliroduce me to those of

2

Male

Professional success often reduces

hs or her close fneixls I

oppohuoiiies for Irienosnip

1 Gerteratiy agree
2 Generally disagree
3 Professional success has no effect on
♦nerKlship

dorvt already know

Mike time m a busy

49
What IS your sexual onentation*'

schedule to stay m touch

Rok personal safety to

1

Heterosexual

help me if I were in
CMnger

2

Homosexual

3

B*sexuai

